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              You don't have to worry about late arrivals or no shows.
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              We pride ourselves on excellent customer service. If you aren't happy, we will give you a refund.
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            At Reventals, we know if you are planning a party, festival or corporate event that you want it to be representative of your professionalism. In order to have the event you envision, you need the rentals to be high quality and be delivered and picked up on time. The problem is that it's extremely time consuming to call around, send emails. We believe it should be easy and you shouldn't have to overpay for convenience! That's why we have vetted independent, locally owned and operated rental companies to find you the best vendors, unique rentals and great prices. Just tell us what you need, we will find it for you, and you can check rentals off your to do list. You can stop wasting time searching and worrying about poor quality rentals ruining your event and get back to the fun parts of planning a party.
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                    over 3 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Awesome experience with Reventals! We rented several games including a ping pong table for a wedding. It was super easy to book and they answered any questions we had. Delivery and pick up were very smooth and the guests loved the games! I would definitely use this company again for future rentals and highly recommend them!
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                    over 4 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Jeaneane McNulty

                    over 4 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  I rent items annually for school fundraisers, and Reventals had been by far the best experience I've had. No need to comparison shop (they do it for you) and they are extremely responsive and knowledgable. Great folks and great customer experience, and lowest price. Highly recommend!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Becky Langsner

                    over 4 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  They were very helpful in getting everything we needed for an outdoor event in a field! My rep was easy to work with, responded promptly and helped us work through any changes we needed to make.
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Shaunie Haynes

                    about 6 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  This female entrepreneurâ€™s idea is amazing!!! Having an event or party? Need party rental furniture?
Wanna stop searching and comparing prices so u can get back to those other event planning tasks.

Candace was professional, thorough and very effective in resolving any concerns.  I found all I needed with loanables and will be back!!! Thank you again Candace for all your help!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Ryan Marsh

                    over 4 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Was an amazing experience. They worked with us to deliver when we needed and even let us keep it longer than needed at no extra charge!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Travel Fiend

                    over 4 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  A great service-- they consolidate a bunch of event suppliers so you don't have to go hunting around.   Candace helped me last minute to get an outdoor air cooler for our band and tables, and delivered the next Saturday morning, all at a reasonable price.  Definitely turn key stress reliever!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Katherine P

                    over 4 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Great experience working with Reventals. Order, Manage, paid all thru email that makes it so quick and easier. Company was a bit earlier to deliver the bouncy house than the time I have requested but all worked out. I appreciate Reventals reaching out to me to let me know about this great sale over labor day weekend. I wasn't planning anything especial for it but since we got it,  invited several neighbors over to enjoy with their kids, they all loved the idea and asked me for the referral. Would work with Reventals again.
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Andrius Urbaitis

                    over 4 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Reventals made it easy and convenient to rent equipment for my wedding weekend. The sales reps were super accommodating to my shifting needs and schedule. The only thing to keep in mind is they they're kind of a rental aggregation service which means they don't actually have their own equipment or warehouse. They coordinate with several services to give you the widest selection possible. So if you're getting a lot of stuff you may need to pick it up from several places.
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Sandy Deli

                    almost 5 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Best customer service ever!!!!  Will be using them again!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Alycia Hooper

                    almost 5 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Heather and her team went above and beyond to help make our event run smoothly. It was a huge help to have her track down, manage, coordinate, deliver, etc on the rentals we needed for our KW Family Picnic. Her efforts allowed me and the Social Committee to focus on other items to ensure a fun event for our agents and their families. Everything was just as we ordered, on time and definitely contributed to the fun! I will use Heather for all future events and highly recommend Reventals!!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Hilary Thomas-Oliver

                    about 5 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  I love this service! It saves me tons of time researching the best prices for tables, chairs, and any other event supplies I need to rent. Candace is helpful and responsive and I have always been completely satisfied with the prices and quality of the rentals they have found for me. Highly recommended!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Briona Jenkins

                    almost 5 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  The team at Reventals were AMAZING! They were able to coordinate all the rentals on our behalf for a 400+ person event . Will most certainly be using again.
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Aimee Ziller

                    over 5 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Used them for Margarita machine rental. Would recommend them for any party rental you might be looking for. A lot of things to choose from! Great customer service.
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Kelly West

                    over 5 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  To say Loanables is a game changer is an understatement. Candace made one of the hardest to manage events I have put on so much easier.
Event rentals in a city like Austin are difficult to navigate to say the least, however with Loanables providing the road map it suddenly doesnâ€™t seem so overwhelming.
I will definitely use Candace and Loanables for all my event rentals in the future!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    A-A-Ron

                    about 4 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  We will definitely use Reventals again. Andrea over there was responsive, thorough and timely. Finding a set of very specific arcades for our national sales convention seemed impossible, but she did it! It's awesome to have an assistant find and negotiate with the vendors, and we didn't pay extra to book thru Reventals. Fantastic job!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Kara Weedman

                    over 5 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Candace and her team are great to work with. I needed a quick turnaround and affordable rentals for a photo shoot, and Loanables made it happen. They will be our first stop for all future rentals at Volente Beach.
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    scott Hudson

                    almost 6 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Something is always forgotten with last minute wedding plans.  Loanables Austin came thru at the last minute, performing all the leg work needed to find the "last minute" items.  Additionally, i over ordered electic fans whereas my invoice was updated within a day.  More important, consultant Candace was on top of the process and even offered to help delivery items on her own time....luckily, that wasnt necessary but was nice to have someone to go above and beyond.  Scott
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Christina CC

                    almost 6 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  I was planning my wedding in Austin,  with all my family and friends were in California. I really didnâ€™t even know where to start or have the help in the same state. I found loanables with google search and thought why not, I need some help. With my first email question 7 months ago, Candance was so responsive and emailed me almost everyday asking how she could help and gave me all these vendors, prices, and started a dream board for me. She gave such great honest advice and made such a positive difference with the planning. The best part was  with the services provided, there was no upcharge! She was simply a honest helpful liaison! I recommend loanables with a request to work with Candance!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Shannon Tague

                    over 4 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Wow!  What an amazing resource for anyone planning an event in the Austin or San Antonio area.  Candace was an incredible partner, providing invaluable knowledge and assistance securing rentals for a complicated, multi-day corporate event in San Antonio.  She listened to our needs and quickly identified the perfect vendor.  She worked with us to negotiate fair pricing.  And she was available throughout our event, helping us secure heaters in a matter of minutes when the weather turned unseasonably cool.  We work with a lot of vendors in our business, and wish all could be as professional, resourceful and delightful as Candace. We highly recommend Reventals as a one-stop-shop for your event rental needs.
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                    about 6 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Fast.Easy. The only way to rent-
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Nicole Crabtree

                    over 3 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Reventals made renting our equpiment a breeze. We had an event for roughly 40 people and Candace helped coordinate between different rental places. I would definitely use Reventals again if I had an event that needed equpiment!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Marisa Vickers

                    over 4 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  I have worked with Reventals several times this year. As an event planner, Reventals has been a fantastic source. They are a one-stop shop for all of my event needs.

No matter what I am looking for, Reventals has worked within my budget and always finds the best price for any item. Everything has always been delivered / picked up on time and they make set up easy. I will definitely be working with Reventals in the future!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Semy Lee Fox

                    over 3 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Rented champagne glasses for our wedding yesterday and it worked out. Candace was very easy to work with and was able to work out a time, date and location that worked for us. The champagne glasses themselves were great. Would recommend!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Chris Mason

                    over 4 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Kristine Palmer

                    almost 5 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Great experience renting through Reventals. They make the process so easy. I love knowing I can send them a list of what I need to rent and they will find me the options with the best terms for me! Then I don't have to waste my time calling around to all of the rental companies in town.
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Candace Wenham

                    over 4 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  I needed a photo booth for a school PTA event and got a great one at a fair price. The photo booth was a hit, came to set up early and even stayed a few minutes late. Iâ€™ll definitely  call Reventals again!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Sherry Johnson

                    over 5 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Candace was amazing with all my requests. Easy to order and pay. Couldn't have gone better.
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Syed Akhtar

                    over 5 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Stephanie Burns

                    almost 6 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Candace was very helpful and willing to work with me to make sure I had the best deal for my money! We rented cornhole and giant jenga, they were so much fun!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Jorge Camarillo

                    over 5 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Loanables is clutch and professional. Candace communicates very well with you and gives descriptive details for your product. Very easy & convenient service if youâ€™re willing to pick up products!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Jen Namie

                    over 3 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Reventals was easy to work with and they were able to accommodate our small rental order at a great price.
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Ryan Gamble

                    over 4 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  The Reventals team made adding a touch of glassware glamour to our event a total breeze.  Thanks for keeping the process virtually hands-free for me!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Mike Stevens

                    over 4 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Reventals is AMAZING, folks. Need something for a party or event?... This is your one stop shop. They were very prompt with replies to my needs and questions. The entire transaction was so easy and stress free!

You guys were absolute life savers for my Dia De Los Muertos party. Thank you, so much. I will definitely be using Reventals again and again!!!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Justine Griffith

                    about 5 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  We love loanables and look forward to working with them again in the future! We contacted them very last minute about renting a margarita machine for NYE 2018 and they were extremely helpful and easy to work with. Candace was on it! Thanks again y'all! :)
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Michelle Heard

                    over 5 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Candace was so easy to work with - quick to respond and address our concerns. We ended up having an issue with one piece of equipment and she promptly followed up with the equipment provider to help resolve the issue. I would definitely work with Candace again for future event needs!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Meagan Fritts

                    over 5 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  The team at Loanables was great, making sure we got the best rentals at the best prices.  Delivery arrived on time and ready to go.  Made my event seamless.  Thank you and we will be back!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    andres morales

                    almost 3 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  I recently rented a speaker from here for an entire weekend. Besides the quality of the product what really stood out was the customer service and attention to detail. It was extremely easy to work with this company and I would recommend to anyone.
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Sandy Watson

                    about 3 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Great experience and customer service.  Highly recommend!
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Ryan Cush

                    about 6 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Iâ€™ve had great experiences with Loanables! Their selection and pricing are unbeatable, and great service as well.
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Ruben Hernandez

                    over 4 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Reventals was great at getting the items I needed for a party very quickly and were easy to work with.  I highly recommend them for your party needs.
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Chirag Shah

                    over 5 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Easy coordination and pick up. Very affordable pricing. Would recommend.
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Andrew Olsen

                    over 5 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Candace did a lot of the leg work and made finding and renting some specialty items a breeze. She was very responsive and tackled a lot.of potential issues ahead of time. The process was very easy.
                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                    Timothy Leak

                    about 6 years

                  

                  
                      
                      
                      
                      
                      

                  

                  
                    
                    
                  

                

                
                  Great customer service!  Simple to use and one stop renting!  Great Company!
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